NOTE
1. BENCH COMES UNFINISHED. CONTACT STANFORD BSM ARCHITECTURAL TRADES FOR INFORMATION ON FINISH AND MAINTENANCE.
2. PRIOR TO MOUNTING, CONFIRM FINAL BENCH LOCATIONS WITH STANFORD UA/CPO.
3. MOUNTING IN PAVERS, D/G, ASPHALT, OR MULCH PER DETAIL: DRILL GUIDE HOLES IN BENCH LEGS FOR 12" LAG BOLT AND SCREW BOLT 4" INTO LEGS. POUR CONCRETE INTO 10" DEEP HOE HOLES, 1" BELOW FINISHED GRADE, PULL TOP INERT BENCH LEG BOLT INTO PARCIL AND ATTACH BENCH TO CONCRETE. BOLTS ARE LEVEL AT ALSO GRADE. INSTALL SURFACE MATERIAL OVER CONCRETE BASE UP TO BENCH LEG/FINISHED GRADE SO BASE IS NOT VISIBLE.
4. MOUNTING IN EXISTING CONCRETE: DRILL GUIDE HOLES IN BENCH LEGS FOR 12" ALL THREAD AND SCREW 4" INTO LEGS. DRILL 8" HOLE IN EXISTING CONCRETE. EPOXY ALL THREAD WITH ATTACHED BENCH INTO HOLE AND SET AT FINISHED GRADE, LEVEL BENCH.